
THE AUTHORITATIVE CONSTITUTION: A
READING OF THE RATIFICATION DEBATES

by M. E. Bradford*

As Americans of the present generation rarely acknowledge,
when the Framers emerged on September 17, 1787, from Indepen-
dence Hall and their four months of self-imposed seclusion, it was
not at all certain that the instrument which they had made there
would be approved by majorities in at least nine states - the
proportion required under Article VII of the proposed Constitution
to bring a new general government into being. In other words, the
ratification of the original United States Constitution was an uncer-
tain prospect, a goal to be achieved against formidable opposition.
That is, if it could be achieved at all.

Though most Americans wished to see a modest strengthening
of the Articles of Confederation, there is reason to doubt that a
majority of the citizens who had a role in judging its replacement
were comfortable with what the Philadelphia Convention had pro-
duced. For the entire country had only recently emerged from a
prolonged and desperate war against a remote and arbitrary govern-
ment: a power which announced benevolent intentions towards George
III's subjects in North America while identifying the same "overseas
Englishmen" as, if not willing to be subservient, beyond the protec-
tions of the law.' Reflecting this profound and historically grounded
distrust of remote authority, there had been stubborn opposition to
the proposed constitution within the Philadelphia assembly itself:
Luther Martin and John Francis Mercer of Maryland, Elbridge Gerry
of Massachusetts, John Lansing and Robert Yates of New York,
Edmund Randolph and George Mason of Virginia. And this list says
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nothing of always recalcitrant, always absent Rhode Island, which
voted a loud and consistent "no" through its nonparticipation; and
nothing of those who were almost Antifederalists. Indeed, most of
the Antifederalists went home before the business was finished.
Mason, Randolph and Gerry stayed until the end - in order to vote
"no" to what their colleagues had fashioned for a new fundamental
law. Others who voted "yes" professed a measure of uneasiness
about their handiwork.

But after concerted effort and a long struggle against fierce but
ill-organized opposition, the proponents of the Constitution were, on
May 29, 1790, finally successful in securing for it a complete ratifi-
cation by all of the (now) United States of America. The story of
this process is not only politically instructive but also of immediate
contemporary importance. Given the force of our constitutional law,
it is of far more than antiquarian interest - that is, if we believe,
with interpretivist jurisprudence, that "the intent of the lawgiver is
the law" and that true precedent is principle. As James Madison
observed, the "meaning" of the Constitution is to be "sought ...
not in the opinions or intentions" of the "body which planned and
proposed" it, but in those of the "State conventions where it received
all [the validity] and Authority which it possesses. "2 And in the same
vein he added, "[if] the sense in which the Constitution was accepted
and ratified by the nation . . . be not the guide in expounding it,
there can be no security for . . . a faithful exercise of its powers." 3

Furthermore, despite our forefathers' failure to preserve "all of the
evidence of the original intention" implicit in their Constitution,
despite the use they made of records, it is not, as (for an instance)
Justice William J. Brennan argues, "arrogant to pretend that from
our vantage we can gauge accurately" the central meaning of the
Constitution, the purpose behind it, for those Framers. What the
members of the ratifying conventions thought to be the central issues
fought out in their exchanges can be described explicitly, and also
those elements of the Constitution of which they all approved. We
can determine with confidence some of what the Framers did intend,

2. See 9 Gaillard Hunt, ed, The Writings of James Madison 372 (New York: G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1900-1910) [hereinafter Writings] (Madison to Thomas Ritchie, September 15,
1821).

3. See Elizabeth Fleet, Madison's 'Detatched Memoranda' 3 Wm & Mary Q 544 (1946).
See also 3 Hunt, Writings (June, 1824 Madison letter to Major Henry Lee) (cited in note 2).
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and a lot about what they never meant to sanction: that is, if we
are mindful of what these Framers say, and not so concerned with
what we think the Constitution should be.

Where records survive, and however they have been editorially
"improved," these arguments, positive and negative, recur with
unvarying iteration: arguments against any assumption of implied,
unstated or unspecified powers; arguments against any shift in the
balance of federalism toward an ever-growing, omnicompetent na-
tional government and a related acceptance of protective authority
in that government sufficient to impose on all Americans some
operative version of the idea that men have (and may at any time
assert) a set of presocial, aboriginal rights.4 To that matter of a
priori rights is attached most of our difficulty in understanding the
ratification debates. Modern scholars, jurists and legal historians -

such as are chiefly interested in what the Constitution ought to say
- are often surprised by its general silence on the generic rights of
man, and at its procedural, customary, nomocratic character. Like
Wilson Carey McWilliams in his afterword to a new book on the
ratification conventions, they are frequently disturbed at not finding
such an emphasis in our fundamental law or in the context which
originally gave it force and authority.' But if generally in search of
the truth of things, they can do no other than agree with McWilliams

4. The case for the general point made in this paragraph appears in the remainder of
this essay. In the North Carolina ratification convention which began in Hillsborough, North
Carolina, on July 2, 1788, the Reverend David Caldwell suggested that a theoretical statement
of "Fundamental principles of every free government be drawn up - maxims" concerning
the rights of man - and then compared with what appears in the instrument of government
under consideration. Both sides in the North Carolina convention joined together in irritation
and impatience to defeat this proposal by a margin of 163 to 90. Speaking for the judgment
of the House, General William Richardson Davie observed that attempts to agree on political
theory went against "the nature of things" and that success in that enterprise was "highly
improbable." Theoretical discussion of the "inalienable rights" of man would actually prevent
a judgment on its merits of the proposed constitution. James Iredell agreed with Davie as did
at least one half of the Antifederalists. See 4 Jonathan Elliot, The Debates of the Several
State Conventions on the Adoption of the Federal Constitution as Recommended by the
General Convention at Philadelphia 7-13 (New York: Burt Franklin, 1974) [hereinafter Debates].

See also 3 Elliot, Debates at 259 and 620 (cited this note), for Madison on the limitation
of the powers of government to what is granted explicitly in the text of the Constitution. The
basic argument of the Federalists for ratification as preserved in Elliot's Debates is that powers
of the general government under the Constitution will not be large or elastic. See also 4 Elliot,
Debates at 170-172 (cited this note) (James Iredell on the same subject).

5. See Michael Allen Gillespie and Michael Lienesch, eds, Ratifying the Constitution 392
(Lawrence: U. Press of Kansas, 1989) [hereinafter Ratifying].
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that "the Constitution made no explicit appeal to natural right" and
that this omission was purposive and functional since, as Edmund
Randolph maintained (on May 29, 1787) just before proposing what
we now know as the Virginia Plan for replacing the Articles of
Confederation, the subject before the Great Convention was not
"human rights" but how to ensure "requisitions for men and money." 6

Randolph in Philadelphia said he was against "such a display
of theory . .. since we are not working on the natural rights of men
not gathered into society but upon those rights modified by society
and interwoven with what we call the rights of the States." 7 According
to this teaching, "natural right may be dangerous [to the entire social
and political fabric of American life] ... since the Constitution
presumed the existence of and seeks to protect [secure] conventional
right." '8 In the same spirit spoke Colonel Joseph R. Varnum of
Massachusetts who, in that state's ratification convention, insisted
that Congress, under the Constitution, had "no right to alter the
internal relations of a state;" 9 and Theophilus Parsons, famous
attorney and judge from the same state, who "demonstrated the
impracticability of forming a bill in a national constitution for
securing . . . individual right."' 0 So also spoke Alexander Hamilton
in the New York ratifying convention: "Were the laws of the Union
to new-model the internal police of any state [or to] penetrate the
recesses of domestic life, and control, in all respects, the private
conduct of individuals, - there might be more force in the objection
[made against that Constitution]."" And so spoke George Champlin
of Rhode Island as a delegate in the March 1790 ratifying convention
of his state: "This Constitution has no influence on the laws of the
states.' ' 2 And according to Justice James Iredell in Calder v Bull,
the Constitution cannot be assumed to enact natural rights since
these were meant to be protected under the police power of the states

6. See 1 Max Farrand, ed, The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787 at 26-27
(New Haven: Yale U. Press, 1974) (McHenry's notes for May 29, 1789).

7. Charles Warren, The Making of the Constitution 392-393 (Cambridge: Harvard U.
Press, 1937).

8. Id.
9. 2 Elliot, Debates at 78 (cited in note 4).

10. Id at 161-162.
11. Id at 267-268.
12. Robert C. Cotner, ed, Theodore Foster's Minutes of the Convention Held at South

Kingston, Rhode Island, in March 1790, Which Failed to Adopt the Constitution of the United
States 49 (Providence: Rhode Island Historical Society, 1929).
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and localities." In the phrase of Edmund Pendleton, "our dearest
rights are in the hands of our state legislatures.' ' 4 On that subject
Justice Iredell assumed that, since the purest of men could not agree,
lesser (but patriotic) men who made the Constitution went forward
on some other basis, and left in our keeping a fundamental law to
be valued because it got around such difficulty: a law to be followed
to the letter, where assignment of powers is concerned, since it
contains no antecedent principle to which artful men might appeal
in circumventing the intent of its makers. Seen in this way, Iredell's
Constitution is a compromise between fundamental principles (since
good men would not forget them utterly) and circumstantial modi-
fications. And Iredell's views were not, in his generation, extraordi-
nary.1

5

One of the distinctive properties of the United States Constitu-
tion, as Willmoore Kendall insisted, is that it cannot be satisfactorily
filtered back and forth through the Declaration of Independence. 6

Granted, a few Federalists and Antifederalists misunderstood the
Constitution's broader provisions while they served in the ratification

13. Calder v Bull, 3 US (3 Dallas) 186 (1793). In a passage in this opinion, Iredell
observed that the only proper question for judges is whether Congress or a state legislature
has the authority which they have exercised or do they "transgress the boundaries of that
authority." Id at 399. His remark assumed a strict division of powers, of which he speaks
further in Chisholm v Georgia, 2 US (2 Dallas) 419 (1793).

That division of powers left most questions of rights with the states. Iredell's point here,
as it was in much of his work, is that the court should not disallow positive law on "principles
of natural justice" since such ideas are "regulated by no fixed standard" and are the causes
of disagreement among "the ablest and purest of men." He affirms the letter of the law and
nothing more.

Surely the Framers in giving us a fundamental law were concerned with the justice provided
by the Constitution. But since they were (like other men) unable to agree on what such justice
would require, it follows that, in deciding on a Constitution, they compromised their private
"principles of natural justice" to create "a more perfect union." Iredell, as a conscious
disciple of Edmund Burke, inclined to circumstantial arguments. He was a Whig legalist and
very uneasy with appeals reaching back to a state of nature.

In the North Carolina ratification debates Iredell reasons about the protections for civil
rights as being state concerns - with each state "left to the operation of its own principles"
in matters Congress has "nothing to do with." See Elliot, 4 Debates at 195 (cited in note 4).

14. See 4 Elliot, Debates at 301 (cited in note 4).
15. See note 13.
16. See Willmoore Kendall, Equality: Commitment or Ideal?, 24 Intercollegiate Rev 25-

33 (1989). Kendall writes: "In a word, the Declaration's credentials as a solemn act and
expression of the deliberative sense of the American people, leave much to be desired, and
far too much to support the claim that it is a national commitment." Id at 31.
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debates. Their errors were a reason for the hyperbole of certain still
current mischaracterizations of our fundamental law. This Consti-
tution was sometimes further misunderstood when its text first ac-
quired the force of law, in the era of the early Republic - after
adoption of the Bill of Rights. And this is to say nothing of many
other misrepresentations which have had an influence over American
public life and political thought after these times of national begin-
ning had concluded. For some Americans, when they have a political
"investment" in the teaching, have always maintained that there is
a somehow binding commitment within the Constitution to realize a
"promise" in the second sentence of the Declaration. Their doctrine
(which ignores the ratification debates) is described usually as "Ab-
olitionist jurisprudence." However, it has twentieth century impli-
cations, and late twentieth century advocates. In this connection
consider Mortimer J. Adler's book on the Constitution - We Hold
These Truths - with a title from the Declaration of Independence,
as if the two documents could be conflated into one.' 7 What it
signifies is that Dr. Adler's mistake has become a commonplace one
among educated Americans who do not know the records of the
Great Convention and of the state ratification conventions - or who
do not wish to know what these documents would teach them about
their obligations under a sovereign, fundamental law.

The same interested and anachronistic interpreters who bother
themselves to discover a teaching on natural rights (or a security for
them) in the Constitution are also puzzled by Antifederalist persist-
ence in demanding an explicit written restriction on growth in the
ambitions of the new government. To persuade such cautious souls
to take the risks of ratification, Federalists were politically compelled
to promise that the Constitution by its very nature could not create
or sustain anything more than a very limited power, one able to be
whatever modest instrument the electorate wanted - but no more
than that.

What we must recognize as a predicate for all future study of
the ratification is that this passion for restriction and narrowing of
scope - what we see now in the ninth and tenth amendments -

was at the heart of the Antifederalist position in the ratification
conventions of every state. Indeed most mild Federalists understood

17. Mortimer J. Adler, We Hold These Truths: Understanding the Ideas and Ideals of
the Constitution (New York: Macmillan, 1987).
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the attitude because it represented part of their own feeling. The
strength of this demand is visible in all of the recorded ratification
debates and is also the key to the way in which Federalists argued
for the Constitution. Therefore, it is important to how we read the
Bill of Rights, amendments which were a correction of the Consti-
tution, one made to confine the federal government, not primarily
to define or secure the rights of individuals within their states and
local communities. For to protect the rights of citizens against federal
abuse, if no protections against state and local infringement are
added, is primarily to restrain government, and was so intended -
even though such restriction had the effect of simultaneously consti-
tutionalizing historic, common-law rights. On no other premise can
we explain why James Madison grounded his pleading for ratification
in Virginia by describing the new Constitution as having mostly
"external objects" which "are but few." The national bond defended
by the Federalists in Richmond is almost what the Antifederalists
would have proposed, had they controlled the process. In no other
way can we account for why James Wilson of Pennsylvania, a
passionate centralizer, opened the entire discussion of the Constitu-
tion in his "State House Yard Speech" of October 6, 1787 by
declaring that "everything which is not given, is restricted.' ' 8

A sample of these "first-of-all" amendments comes from New
Hampshire which, following the lead of Massachusetts, suggested
"that all powers not expressly and particularly delegated [to the
general government] by the aforesaid Constitution are reserved to
the several States to be, by them, exercised."' 9 In the seven states
where amendments were proposed, this was the primary recommen-
dation. It is noteworthy that friends of the Constitution supported
most of the amendments which Antifederalists offered as improve-
ments to it. Many of these Federalists thought that these amendments
changed nothing. But the Antifederalists read the original Constitu-
tion in a more cautious, suspicious way, as men primarily guarding
against the prospect or possibility of tyranny.

18. James Wilson, "Speech in the State House Yard" Philadelphia, 6 Oct., 1787 reprinted
in Merrill Jensen, ed, The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution:
Ratification of the Constitution by the States, II: Pennsylvania 167-172 (Madison: State
Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1976).

19. Charles Callan Tansill, ed, The Making of the American Republic: The Great Doc-
uments, 1774-1789 at 1023 (New Rochelle, New York: Arlington House, 1972).
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In such an atmosphere of accommodation, James Iredell of
North Carolina insisted that "no man would be more against this
Constitution than myself" if it implied that "what is not expressed
is given up" [that is, surrendered to federal supervision]; 2

0 elsewhere
he added that "no power can be exercised but what is expressly
given." ' 2' In the same spirit, Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, in the
South Carolina legislative debates of January 1788, held that the
"general government has no powers but what are expressly granted
to it," adding elsewhere, "we certainly reserve to ourselves every
power and right not mentioned in the Constitution."2 Supporting
Governor John Hancock (who had been, with Adams, counted for
a time as an Antifederalist), Samuel Adams made way for the
Federalists in maintaining that "all powers" not expressly delegated
to Congress are reserved to the several states to be by them exer-
cised." Finally, even James Madison, the most important apologist
for the Constitution, joined other, more ambiguous advocates of
ratification by declaring that "every thing not granted is reserved"
and by adding that there was no delegation by silence.Y

In these ratification conventions the friends of the Constitution
minimized its scope, and its enemies exaggerated its usefulness to
putative tyrants. This dichotomy is the rhetorical given of these
documents. What both strategies suggest is that implied powers are
not tolerable, that the narrowest views of what was achieved in
Philadelphia are politically the most acceptable, and that future
judges (or even legislators) would only at great peril discover them
in a vague but "growing" Constitution - one without much specific
content, yet full of "principle." In other words, their expressed
intention (if they were honorable men and ready to be bound by

20. 4 Elliot, Debates at 171 (cited in note 4).
21. Id at 148.
22. Id at 315-316.
23. 3 Elliot, Debates at 131 (cited in note 4). See also Christopher Collier, Sovereignty

Finessed: Roger Sherman, Oliver Ellsworth, and the Ratification of the Constitution in
Connecticut in Patrick T. Conley and John P. Kaminski, eds, The Constitution and the States:
The Role of the Original Thirteen in the Framing and Adoption of the Federal Constitution
93, 107 (Madison, Wisconsin: Madison House, 1988), where he maintains that Sherman and
Ellsworth of Connecticut sold an Antifederalist version of the Constitution in their state's
ratifying convention. He is correct but misleading since this is what Federalists did everywhere.
And we are obliged to take their language as an indication of their intentions - without
pretending that we read the text better than they did, or that we can read their minds. For
their opinion has the force of law.
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what they said) was to avoid being governed or manipulated by
someone like Justice Brennan.

However, with this expressed consensus as a limit restricting the
Framers' aspirations and intentions - put down here as an inter-

pretive predicate for reading their handiwork - there remain other
surprises in the public ratification which teach us more about what
it meant. For one thing, Antifederalism and Federalism are not true
political parties and are easily misrepresented through an analogy to
the American party politics visible after 1800. The theme of both
coalitions was an attitude toward the Constitution, toward what it
should contain. In 1787 Federalism had a different rationale in every
state. And wherever Antifederalism appeared (almost everywhere but
Delaware), it took on a local coloring, producing larger differences
than those found among Federalists. Finally, in most states, local
and partisan politics had an influence on the struggle over the
Constitution: that some favored approval was enough to make certain
that others did not.

All of this variety produced thirteen very distinctive ratifications
- and a composite approval of a Constitution with some rough

edges, such as we must interpret on balance. Which is not to say
that those who finally assented to the United States Constitution had
no values or purposes in common. By either amendment or replace-
ment, they did wish to improve on the Articles of Confederation.
They meant what they said about the "blessings of liberty," about
preserving such to themselves and their "posterity." And when Roger
Sherman made a list of objectives embodied in the proposed instru-
ment of government, he spoke for its supporters: "(1) defense against
foreign danger; (2) control of internal disputes and disorders; (3)
treaties; (4) foreign commerce and a revenue to be derived from it." 24

Add to these a plan for the establishment of a trustworthy currency,
for financial stability and good commercial treaties and finally for a
commitment to keeping our contractual obligations under law, and
we can recognize most of the basis for consensus in support of a
replacement for the unsuccessful Articles of Confederation.

The Constitution clearly provided certain guarantees supporting
a few discrete rights; it embodied certain general protections for 'all
- protections in the form of the government itself; and it outlawed

24. See James McClellan and M. E. Bradford, eds, Debates in the Federal Convention
of 1787 as Reported by James Madison 74 (Richmond, Virginia: James River Press, 1989).
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certain practices. But it was also true, as the Preamble suggests in
the use of the word "secure" (which cannot be stretched beyond
"preserve" to mean "create"), that the original Constitution was a
way of protecting a known felicity, not a way of inventing a new
one: an effort to engender stability, continuity, and co-existence, not
a program for root-and-branch reform or "continuing revolution."
The strategies of the Fathers in that conservative unfolding moved
toward a "more perfect Union," but not toward too much Union
in social, political or economic homogeneity.

Even so, there are evidences of a perennial American conflict
bubbling to the surface throughout these debates, of a spirit some-
what contradictory to the general thrust of the nation-making enter-
prise: namely, the contradictory impulses in many Americans to ask
that the government intrude upon the civil life in order to "promote
good causes" and the even stronger demand that it leave us alone,
even in our shortcomings. General Joseph Stanton of Charlestown
manifested that contradiction in the Rhode Island ratification con-
vention when, after angry observations on the prospect of federal
intervention in the internal affairs of his community, and after
insisting that the new government have no more powers than were
allowed by the Articles, complained about the failure of the proposed
regime to contemplate a method of attacking the institution of slavery
where it stood. Benjamin Bourne of Providence made sport of this
obvious inconsistency and drove Stanton into an angry but volatile
silence. Likewise in Massachusetts General William Heath and the
spirited Benjamin Randall of Sharon mocked Bay State abolitionists
for imagining that a Constitution touching slavery in the South had
a chance of being written and ratified in 1787. Randall says South-
erners overhearing such talk "would call us pumpkins" for the failure
to understand the limits of Union.

Pious men in New England also complained about omission of
a religious test for officeholders under the new government. These
were answered by defenders of the Constitution such as the Reverend
Samuel Langdon in New Hampshire and Theophilus Parsons or Dr.
Charles Jarvis in Massachusetts; answered with appeals to religious
freedom - and by reminders that religion was a question for the
states, to be resolved as they wished. The same sort of charges were
made in North Carolina, and were suggested by a question from
Patrick Calhoun, the father of John C. Calhoun, in South Carolina,
in the January 1788 South Carolina legislative debates which called
for a ratifying convention. Henry Abbott and David Caldwell of
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North Carolina, Antifederalists, were answered in their outspoken
concern for a public orthodoxy by James Iredell, later Justice of the
United States Supreme Court. Out of an argument from British
history, Iredell demonstrated that nothing was implied in the exclu-
sion of religious tests but a hope of keeping the national government
within the necessary boundaries of restraint and away from the bad
example of establishment, British style. It is his summary that "had
Congress undertaken to guaranty religious freedom, or any particular
species of it, they would have had a pretense to interfere in a subject
they have nothing to do with. Each state, so far as the clause in
question does not interfere, must be left to the operation of its own
principles." 25 In another vein, in Rhode Island were heard complaints
that no constitutional provision had been made to enforce tolerance
within the states - complaints of the pious James Sheldon answered
by the observation that real moral freedom had gained ground
without recourse to coercion, and by the opinion that, as the country
changed, no state had set out to impose its own special values on
the entire Republic.

These quarrels take us to the heart of the Bill of Rights, its
origins in the fears expressed in the ratifying conventions, what
Antifederalists (or most of them) wanted, and what they got through
its addition to the Constitution. On the one hand, provisions in nine
of the twelve amendments proposed by the First Congress promised
an enlarged concern for what happens to individuals - concern with
how much the central government can do to disarm them, to regiment
their spiritual and political lives, to examine their property or intrude
upon their homes, to deny them trial by their peers, due process of
law, assistance of counsel, or protections against arbitrary taking of
property. But to mention the possibility of such abuses being per-
formed by the central government is to make the point which I have
in mind at this juncture. For at bottom the Bill of Rights is much
more a restraint on government than a general protection of personal
rights or lever for enlarging their scope: a traditional feature of our
constitutional inheritance coming directly out of British history,
reflecting the Framers' overall concern for the danger of tyranny; a
check upon what the federal government may attempt, especially the
chief magistrate.

25. 4 Elliot, Debates at 195 (cited in note 4).
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Americans were accustomed to living under such protections.
They wished (apart from a few radicals) to adopt as fundamental
law language that guaranteed them against certain excesses issuing
from the executive. Such securities they had enjoyed as "overseas"
Englishmen under the Great Charter, the 1628 Petition of Right and
the 1689 Bill of Rights. These securities spoke of what a general
government would not do, and said nothing about how local au-
thorities or their neighbors might behave against particular citizens.
In other words, it said nothing about what we usually mean by
rights, as we speak of such today. It is foolish to examine this
evidence as if the fourteenth amendment were a part of the 1791
United States Constitution and the ruling of the Supreme Court in
Gitlow v. New York had always been a part of the fundamental
law. 6

To read the ratification debates as a gloss upon the United States
Constitution, it is necessary that we recognize the conflicting impulses
behind the outcry for a bill of rights in most of these warm exchanges
- as well as in the text which answered this insistence when on
December 15, 1791, it became part of that Constitution. Such evi-
dence is, with what I have said in prologue about the status of
equality and of the doctrine of implied powers in these conventions,
a necessary preliminary to interpretation because of what has been
made of the Constitution out of one understanding of its fourteenth
amendment, as combined with a complete indifference to the ninth
and tenth amendments - for the reluctant ratifiers, the heart of that
Bill of Rights. The original, unincorporated Bill of Rights made no
attempt to take away from the states their right to administer such
questions according to their several understandings of who should
get what - no effort to reach a new level of justice through a new
process for oversight and intrusion by the national judiciary, even
though at one point (concerning the first amendment) Madison had
urged them to make the attempt by insisting that "no state shall
infringe the rights of conscience." The point is that in this view he
found little support.

Indeed, by not applying the Bill of Rights to the states, the
Framers responded to the best wisdom of both Federalists and
Antifederalists, avoiding both too many rights and too much enforce-

26. 268 US 652 (1925).
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ment of them, and thus resolving the Antifederalist impulse to desire
contradictory things. No one was disturbed by the resolution since
most agreed with Theodore Sedgwick of Massachusetts that "had
the national government undertaken to guaranty the several rights of
citizenship contained in their [state] declaratory bills, it would have
given a right of interference which would naturally tend to check,
circumscribe and finally annihilate all state power.' '27 Americans have
always had a tendency to wish some good thing done without being
willing to create the power to accomplish such worthwhile ambitions.
The grumpy Stockbridge arch-Federalist knew where that temper
would lead. So also did Antifederalist State Senator John Williams
of New York, who in the convention of his state observed, "The
constitution should be so formed as not to swallow up the state
governments: the general government should be confined to certain
natural objects; and the states should retain such powers as concern
their own internal police." 2 As did, furthermore, former Governor
James Bowdoin of the Bay State, who insisted, "The whole Consti-
tution is a declaration of rights, which primarily and principally
respect the general government intended to be formed by it. The
rights of particular states and private citizens not being the object
or subject of the Constitution, they are only incidentally men-
tioned." 29 For these men, the only tolerable Bill of Rights would be
one free of any tendency to centralize. Which is also what the
ratification conventions said - except for a few Whig radicals. 0

As I suggested earlier, Federalism and Antifederalism had, from
their beginnings, a dialectical relationship. After proposed changes
in the Articles of Confederation and the last big effort to raise a
revenue (the Impost) under those Articles failed in 1785-1786, a
nucleus of Federalists (known as nationalists or continentalists at this
time) gathered in the cause of replacing that form of government.
Several of these reformers had served in the Continental Congress

27. Richard E. Welch, Jr., Theodore Sedgwick, Federalist 60 (Middletown, Connecticut:
Wesleyan U. Press, 1966).

28. 2 Elliot, Debates at 241 (cited in note 4).
29. Id at 187.
30. Generally, radical or "new" Whigs stressed the natural rights of men while Old Whigs

spoke of prescriptive or historic rights. Thomas Paine, Melancton Smith, and James Wilson
were true Whigs, John Dickinson, Patrick Henry, James Iredell and Rawlins Lowndes were
Whig legalists, advocates of right by inheritance and the politics of experience.
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or in the American army during the Revolution. They were agreed
even before the Annapolis Conference of 1786 on what changes in
the national government would be required. Antifederalism, on the
other hand, came into being as cautious men, jealous of local political
autonomy and their liberties, listened to advocates who put a case
for Federalism. Only after the Constitution was ratified and the new
government put in place did Antifederalism get beyond the status of
a negative reflex and assume, slightly changed, the proportions of
an internally consistent political teaching. For thinking about the
preservation of a local and "beloved way" does not foster a truly
national politics - at least not for a long time.

Contrary to what the late Professor Herbert Storing has led us
to believe, what the Antifederalists wanted is in many cases not clear
in their pamphlet literature - documents too often the product of
intelligent oppositional eccentricity." Moreover, it is not always re-
vealed in the public oratory of their great champions, even though
Melancton Smith, George Mason, Rawlins Lowndes, John Lansing,
and (especially) Patrick Henry give us a better indication of what
that doctrine contained than do the outrageous scribblings of assorted
radicals and speculative men. But the best and most dependable view
of their purpose comes from the questions which they put to their
adversaries: clear evidence of the concerns they shared with them in
considering the potentially negative consequences of ratification. Fi-
nally, Antifederalism became a position on how a ratified Constitu-
tion is to be understood. In that guise the teaching of the
Antifederalists is a living force each time a judge remembers his oath
not to practice or countenance "construction."

The process by means of which this dialectic emerged has, of
course, its deepest roots in the experience of the Revolution, the
failures of the Continental Congress, and in the debates of the
Constitutional Convention itself. Telling all of that story is not the
purpose here. But I will mention these roots from time to time in
making a narrative of the ratification. In this dramatic segment of
history we look first to the delivery of the proposed Constitution to
the Continental Congress in New York on September 20, 1787. The
Philadelphia Convention had met pursuant to a call sent out by the

31. Herbert J. Storing, What the Anti-Federalists Were For (Chicago: U. of Chicago
Press, 1981). Many of these eccentrics were radical Whigs, concerned more with natural rights
than with group rights.
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Continental Congress which voted on September 28, 1787, to com-
municate the proposed replacement of the Articles to the sovereign
powers (the States) represented by that assembly, to transmit said
instrument without comment on the substance of the Constitution,
but to include with the text sent along a suggestion that it be voted
on in each state by special conventions of separately elected delegates
- as the Philadelphia Framers had specified.

The Antifederalists in the Continental Congress (Richard Henry
Lee, Nathan Dane, Elbridge Gerry) had made an attempt to attach
a Bill of Rights and a list of other potentially valuable amendments
to their resolution of transmission, thus giving a negative inertia to
the entire process at its outset. The Federalists, on the other hand,
wished the Congress to urge unconditional ratification by the states.
After three days of stalemate, the Congress agreed to take neither
side, but to deliver the proposed Constitution to the states to be
judged by thirteen different, distinctive majorities, each acting solus,
since what they (collectively) thought to make was an improved union
of the states, not a "consolidated" government.

Only at this point, with the prospect of ratification before them,
did the Antifederalists pull themselves together and begin to speak
frequently across state lines. For, even without agreement on an
alternative plan of government, they could now achieve a unanimity
on what they were against: a negative consensus, reflecting an un-
spoken unity of temper and purpose. Before considering the impli-
cations of this disposition we should remember certain facts about
their situation and their collective character as American patriots of
a certain kind: patriots devoted to an identity for which they had
fought a great war against a consolidating, multifaceted, distant
authority, and therefore not eager to create a new one. It is not
surprising that a company of public men bent upon the preservation
both of liberty as they have known it and of a recognized felicity in
their way of life should, when acting politically, in concert, come
together in that large cause only in the negative - only when their
loyalties and other, very different loyalties are threatened together,
by a power unfriendly to all such devotion. It is also not surprising
that they should have difficulty in forming a national alliance to
protect such local liberty, to defend once more the proposition that
the American agenda should not come down from Whitehall or any
equivalent, should not be "poured in at the top" - that our politics
should not be generated at some central point and then spread
through the country but rather come into being the other way around,
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originating in the communities, states and regions, rising slowly to
inform deliberations at the national level.

Despite these probabilities, it is a matter of record that Antifed-
eralism did become a national American politics, bent on seeing the
Constitution interpreted in a certain way because its spokesmen had
originally feared that Constitution and sought to prevent its adoption.
With ratification, Antifederalism simply becomes the most minimal
form of Federalism - just as Federalism had rhetorically disguised
itself as "almost Antifederalism" in those states where ratification
was in doubt. But these rhetorical distinctions were not always
obvious when the struggle over ratification was in progress. They
emerged seriatim, out of the melange defined above: emerged dra-
matically, not philosophically, as an action and a politics shaped by
already "given" political roles.

It is a paradox that the Federalists were in a hurry to get
conventions called and states voting on the United States Constitu-
tion, while the Antifederalists fought to delay the proceedings, with
their leaders in each state hoping that a negative from some powerful
commonwealth would induce a groundswell against ratification and
relieve them of the obligation of fighting with local Federalists on
the grounds of utility, history and principle. Had either side been
fully successful in achieving its purpose in the scheduling or man-
agement of these conventions, it would, in the process, have injured
its cause. Federalism was not victorious because it hurried the business
in Pennsylvania, or because it knew how to exploit the lack of
leadership among the Antifederalists in Massachusetts but rather by
reason of the failure of the Antifederalists to bring forward an
alternative view of the Union that would better preserve and perfect
it.

Said another way, Federalists won by default. Because they had
no doctrine, the Antifederalists had no concerted plan for defending
their liberties - for that reason, and because they were Antifeder-
alists, inclined to concentrate on local political struggles and local
adversaries, not on what might happen to them all, together, as one
species of American politician. That as men committed to the survival
of some kind of Union they were obliged to create a national party
in order to avoid being nationalized had not occurred to them.
Otherwise they were going to be devoured by an enveloping action
beyond the restricted scope of their imaginations. Their habitual
localism prevented them from recognizing their situation.
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Outside of Patrick Henry's organization in Virginia, Governor
Clinton's New York machine and Willie Jones' little army in North
Carolina, nothing like a network for communicating their views
between states or even throughout a state could be found on the
Antifederalist side. Sporadic corresponding, much of it passing through
John Lamb of New York, was the best that they achieved - with
only a little exchange of pamphlet literature. 32 Moreover, the kind
of natural suspicion about centralizing innovations left behind by the
Revolution was more likely to affect voters in the states than Ham-
ilton's dreams of the power and glory of the American empire. Had
North Carolina and Virginia voted early, and voted no, especially if
either New Hampshire or Massachusetts had joined them, then, as
all serious scholars recognize, the victories of the Federalists in
Delaware, New Jersey, Georgia, Connecticut and Pennsylvania would
have had no importance." Everyone would have gone back to Phil-
adelphia to remove offensive language and correct vague implications:
to obliterate every opportunity for "construction" by administrator,
Congress or High Court.

The aforementioned early ratifications are a Federalist set, an over-
ture to a more ambitious political music which comes later, when
other themes predominate and are then answered in a rich counter-
point. Delaware (December 7, 1787), New Jersey (December 18,
1787), and Connecticut (January 9, 1788) were compelled by geo-
graphical and economic circumstances: by a need to retire debt and
to escape tariffs imposed upon them by neighboring "republics" -

32. See Robert Allen Rutland, The Ordeal of the Constitution: The Antifederalist and
the Ratification Struggle of 1787-1788 at 313 (Norman: U. of Oklahoma Press, 1965). See
also Stephen R. Boyd, The Politics of Opposition: Antifederalists and the Acceptance of the
Constitution 19-45 (Millwood, New Jersey: KTO Press, 1979).

33. For further observations on how the Constitution might have been defeated in the
ratification conventions, see M.E. Bradford, The Process of Ratification: A Study in Political
Dynamics, forthcoming in Chronicles. See also the editors' "Introduction" to Ratifying at 1
(cited in note 5), where Gillespie and Lienesch insist that at "no point" could an easy victory
for the Federalists "be taken for granted." Neither was "the course of ratification ...
preordained." What occurred in one convention very much influenced Federalist prospects in
others. See M.E. Bradford, A Dike to Fence Out the Flood: The Ratification of the Constitution
in Massachusetts 11 Chronicles 16, 20-23 (1987). See also M.E. Bradford, Preserving the
Birthright: The Intent of South Carolina in Adopting the United States Constitution, 89 South
Carolina Historical Magazine 90-101 (1988). John P. Kaminski in his essay on ratification in
New York also describes the bandwagon effect as it influenced events in Poughkeepsie. See
Conley and Kaminski, The Constitution and the States at 246 (cited in note 23).
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to be enthusiastic for the improvements proposed in a structure which
fostered unity and created authority while still leaving plurality intact.
Thus in these easy decisions there was some "commercial Federalism"
(especially in Connecticut) and a touch of what I call "the Federalism
of Fear."

Pennsylvania's ratification (December 12, 1787) was sold heavily
as a key to commercial prosperity - Union as a cornucopia. James
Wilson, who dominated the convention in that state, talked much of
"vast prospects" before his countrymen and of the agency of gov-
ernment in arranging to "enrich the dominions of the United States."
Georgia (January 2, 1788) is an unmixed illustration of the "Feder-
alism of Fear" - with the rush to ratify the action of a mob of
land speculators, frontiersmen and (near Savannah) planters, sur-
rounded by angry Creek and Cherokee Indians and a hostile foreign
power in Florida and Alabama (the Spanish). Delaware and New
Jersey had come away from the Great Convention with as good a
bargain vis-a-vis their survival as independent communities with real
power as they were likely to arrange. John Dickinson and William
Paterson had done their best for the home folks. And Pennsylvania
stood to make money as the site of America's most important trading
city, once commercial treaties were in place, and to make more
money as the home of American banking and the nation's capital.
Very little of this Federalism is explicable by recourse to pure abstract
principle. But the Federalist victories set the tone for the remainder
of the ratification process, pushed ,the business forward and made
its prospects seem hopeful, even though the refusal of Rhode Island
to move one step toward Union - to attend the Constitutional
Convention or react to its handiwork - hung over these easy
triumphs like a pall.

In the dramatic pattern of ratification, the movement toward
resolution begins in a sequence of five conventions held between
February and June of 1788 - conventions in which (Maryland
excepted) the Antifederalists had a serious opportunity of winning
the fight and a high level of popular support behind them - usually
more support than was visible in the division of the house within a
particular convention. Yet their efforts came to nothing. This part
of the history of ratification begins on February 22, 1788, in Exeter,
New Hampshire when that state's ratification convention, caught in
artful Federalist hands, voted to adjourn because so many Antifed-
eralist delegates were, once subjected to the pressure and persuasion
of "national" arguments, unwilling to follow their electors' instruc-
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tions to reject the Constitution as proposed. Had Nathaniel Peabody
or Joshua Atherton maintained a discipline on their side of the
struggle and called the question before President James Sullivan
outmaneuvered them (and thus forestalled the popular will), the
Antifederalists would have gone into the South Carolina, Virginia,
and New York conventions with a better sense of Antifederal pos-
sibilities.

But the approval of the Constitution in Massachusetts (February
6, 1788) was more important than all of its difficulties in New
Hampshire. Indeed, that victory may have persuaded some Granite
State delegates who had been instructed to vote against the Consti-
tution to make their decision for delay and additional consultation
with their constituents. Defeat would probably have brought on an
Antifederalist triumph in the entire ratification conflict - with a
demand for a new constitutional convention. Despite an embarrassing
connection with Captain Shays' "rebellion" of the previous year,
the Antifederalists had a majority of at least fifty votes when they
first faced the Brahmin aristocracy in the old meeting house on Milk
Street. Yet because they had no leadership, no organization, no skill
in law, rhetoric or political theory, they could not maintain, against
gifted Federalist opponents, their version of ordered liberty and the
common good. Furthermore, they lost confidence when betrayed (for
the sake of ambition) by Governor John Hancock - their "cham-
pion," who had failed them so frequently in other days - and when
neglected by their natural spokesman, the aging Samuel Adams, who
fell silent in grief at the death of his son. Federalists Theophilus
Parsons and Rufus King had made a splendid deal (for his reelection)
with Hancock; and Adams' district in Boston had held a meeting in
support of ratification. These events, as combined with the inability
of major Antifederalist leaders to win elections from their home
communities (they were called "disloyal" to the ancient inheritance
of the old Puritan commonwealth), gave an advantage to the advo-
cates of ratification. In Massachusetts the Federalists put forward
one of the compelling versions of the American corporate enterprise,
a doctrine which sees in government, state and national, a precon-
dition of liberty; and in Union a security for the cherished, local
"way" - to say nothing of the opportunity to do great things
beyond the boundaries of Zion. Yet as attractive as was its presen-
tation in Massachusetts, the Federalism of Theophilus Parsons, Rufus
King, James Bowdoin, General William Heath, Theodore Sedgwick
and Fisher Ames could not be exported outside of New England.
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For, like the republicanism from which it derives, this doctrine
envisages a government both united and instrumental, one which
comes too close to being both sanctimonious and "merely" demo-
cratic.34 A much more important consequence of this convention was
its decision to recommend amendments to go along with its official
(February 6, 1788) approval of the Constitution. This strategy made
it much easier for the Federalists to be finally successful in other
disputed conventions.

Maryland (April 28, 1788) and South Carolina (May 23, 1788)
both ratified the Constitution by large margins. For though these
states contained many Antifederalists, they were not (except for three
counties in Maryland) well organized. Moreover, thanks to Federalist
newspapers, the people were brought to understand clearly the cir-
cumstantial case for Federalism without learning the valid set of
objections to that case. In Maryland hostility to the political organ-
ization of Samuel Chase (when joined to a profound respect for
General Washington and the beginnings of a commercial interest)
played into the hands of a group of younger Federalists headed by
James McHenry, Daniel Carroll, Alexander Contee Hanson and
Thomas Johnson, who sold the idea of a revised national bond in
terms of all the Federalist arguments, including a share in the
opening, settlement and trade of the Western territories. In Baltimore
they spoke of shipping and the need for commercial agreements, of
the necessity of haste in ratifying and of subsequent amendments
which might then be attached to protect and improve the Constitu-
tion.

The South Carolina Federalists were even more gifted and ad-
vantaged than their counterparts in Annapolis. Though it is probable
that outside the Lowcountry the Antifederalists outnumbered their
opponents so heavily as to give them a numerical advantage in the
state as a whole, they lacked spokesmen. Rawlins Lowndes delivered
a powerful sectional appeal against ratification during the January
1788 legislative debates which were a prologue to calling for the
election of delegates to a ratifying convention. Lowndes made essen-
tially the Antifederal argument of Patrick Henry - though more

34. See M.E. Bradford, A Dike to Fence Out the Flood: The Ratification of the
Constitution in Massachusetts 11 Chronicles 16 (1987). See also James M. Banner, Jr., To
The Hartford Convention: The Federalists and the Origin of Party Politics in Massachusetts,
1789-1815 (New York: Alfred A Knopf, 1970).
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directly on pro-slavery grounds: ratification was a surrender of the
southern interest. The Federalists, because people of South Carolina
were accustomed to giving trust to the natural and acknowledged
leaders of their society, did as expected once the Pinckneys, Rutledges,
Pierce Butler, General William Moultrie, and other nabobs had
assured them that this change would protect the regime: did so on
May 23, 1788, after perfunctory debate and an attempt by General
Thomas Sumter to persuade them to wait upon a decision in Virginia;
voted by a margin of 149 to 73 to trust a little to the "good will"
of their "Northern brethren" and the great "experiment." But they
did not vote to add a bill of rights to the Constitution because, as
General Pinckney reminded them, they could take part in declarations
concerning human rights only "with a very bad grace" as long as
such documents began by announcing "all men are born free." If
South Carolina had delayed and Virginia then had voted "no," there
would have been no vote for the Constitution in South Carolina.

The general tendency of Antifederalism and the grounds of its
expression are summarized in the Richmond oratory of that neglected
American giant, Patrick Henry. In the speeches of Henry an alternate
vision of unity and plurality is embodied, different from that of
Madison and of Fisher Ames. In the conflict between Henry, William
Grayson, George Mason, James Monroe and other distinguished
Antifederalists on one side and Madison, Henry Lee, Edmund Ran-
dolph and such elders as Edmund Pendleton and George Wythe on
the other, the future status of the proposed United States Constitution
was determined. And particularly in the exchanges of Henry and
Madison did the entire conflict come to a head. If Virginia ratified,
everyone knew that the Constitution would be adopted. If Virginia
refused, the Federalists were defeated. And Virginia had much dif-
ficulty in deciding not to refuse, after Henry had spoken to its own
historic past and role in the achievement of independence. In other
words, it felt itself free to vote "no" on ratification - even though
Washington had endorsed it, and his neighbors rarely refused his
advice.

In order to defeat the Constitution, Henry had to identify it as
both a practical threat to Virginia, a way of treating neighbors as a
mere "herd" of men, and also a contradiction of the Old Dominion's
highest values, its still English version of liberty - an inherited
liberty, belonging to Virginians because of their history: the "genius
of the people," embodied in society, where questions of value and
normative estimation had their proper locus. For even Federalists in
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Virginia refused to think of government as instrumental in promoting
causes outside or above itself: American "empire," national moral
reformation, national wealth, liberty among the nations, science and
knowledge - all of the "good" causes which might prosper through
an application of federal power. 5 Madison, on the other hand, was
obliged to argue that the proposed Constitution was not the product
of "speculative theory" and "illuminated ideas" (as Antifederalists
insisted) but was instead just what Patrick Henry said he wanted: an
"invigoration" of the powers of government granted under the
Articles; as he had specified in Federalist No. 45, with "[delegated]
powers... few and defined," such "as will be exercised principally
on external objects"- war, peace maritime regulation, foreign com-
merce, etc. .... 16 To preserve Virginia and national unity no "second
convention" such as Henry recommended was needed, though Mad-
ison would give his personal promise to attach recommended amend-
ments, once the new government was in place. In this confrontation
occurs the climax of the ratification struggle. It is one of the most
important moments in our nation's political history, one in which
the Constitution is approved by the nation - approved on conditions
understood in a specific way.

After Virginia ratified on June 25, 1788, the ratification con-
ventions still to be held were certain to be only epilogues - a three-
part, pro forma coda to the great business just settled. Actually,
New Hampshire had reconvened and on June 21 ratified before
Virginia made its decision. New Hampshire had given way to a tide
already in motion - and to the idea of becoming the ninth state to
ratify, the state which closed the subject. Of course, this would not
have been the result had Virginia and then New York joined North
Carolina and Rhode Island in refusing to say "yes." New York (on

35. On Virginia Antifederalism, see M.E. Bradford, According to Their Genius: American
Politics and the Example of Patrick Henry in A Better Guide Than Reason: Studies in the
American Revolution 97-110 (LaSalle, Illinois: Sherwood Sugden, 1979). See also M.E. Brad-
ford, The Trumpet Voice of Freedom: Patrick Henry and the Southern Political Tradition, 8
Southern Partisan 16-22 (Summer 1988); Forrest McDonald, Novus Ordo Seclorum 66-77
(Lawrence: U. Press of Kansas, 1985) (distinguishing between Virginia and New England
republicanism).

Other useful commentary is contained in J. Thomas Wren, The Ideology of Court and
Country in the Virginia Ratifying Convention of 1788, 93 Virginia Magazine of History and
Biography 389-408 (1985).

36. Federalist 45 (Madison) in Clinton Rossiter, ed, The Federalist Papers 292 (New York:
Mentor, 1961).
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July 26, 1788) ratified because it had no choice - and despite a
large Antifederalist majority in its convention. North Carolina (No-
vember 21, 1789) and then Rhode Island (May 29, 1790) added their
controlled reluctance to that which was expressed at Poughkeepsie.
All three states approached their decision to ratify in the spirit of
Antifederalism - so as to establish what the new government would
not attempt. And like the Virginians, the men of New Hampshire
and New York joined the Union while recommending amendments,
full of the prospects for a second convention. But the maneuvering
room of these Antifederalists was gone once Virginia had ratified -

and all the advantage they might have had from early decisions was
forfeit. However, they could take some consolation from the way
Federalists interpreted what they had all done together, thirteen voices
speaking in a certain series to one question.

With the narrative history of ratification understood as an action -
a drama with causes, climax and resolution - what might be said
in addition concerning its value in constructing an authoritative
version of the Constitution is, either with respect to particular con-
cerns which are sounded throughout these debates (the problems of
the courts, taxes, control of elections, slavery, representation, relig-
ion, the power to create a horde of placemen or, curiously, of the
Federal district as an independent base for Federal aggression) or, in
contribution to some summary of the theory of Constitution making,
not separable from the rhetoric heard in the ratifying conventions
themselves. The analytic truth replicates the chronological, as mod-
ified by a few special concerns important in a single state, or in one
section of the country but not in another. In matters of religion and
race and with reference to judicial practices, the ordinary citizens
were concerned primarily with preserving what they had known best
and longest - what they knew to be functional, even if imperfect.

The High Court (for whatever reasons that animate it) has
misunderstood the evidence on religion since Everson v. The Board
of Education.17 The truth about the limits marked off by the Estab-
lishment Clause and the exclusion of religious tests for officeholders
in Article VI is that they raise no wall of separation, only a check
upon sectarian passions. The public orthodoxy is left in place by the

37. 330 US 1 (1946).
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first amendment - as witness the legislation which followed its
adoption. Oliver Wolcott in the Connecticut ratification convention
notes that "the Constitution enjoins an oath upon all officers of the
United States" which is "a direct appeal to that God who is the
avenger of perjury." 38 Other discussions of the status of this subject
in the various ratification debates I examine earlier in these remarks.

Concerning slavery, Antifederalists in some states (New York,
Virginia, South Carolina and North Carolina) are defenders, but
enemies in others (Massachusetts, Rhode Island [except for George
Hazard), Connecticut and Pennsylvania). The subject (as opposed to
the slave trade) was not, to the astonishment of modem scholars, a
major one for the Framers - was instead, with respect to the
fundamental law of the nation, a closed subject, with few but Quakers
interested in it. Otherwise no Union could be created. As I mentioned
earlier, there were brief allusions to the "peculiar institution" in
many of the ratifying conventions. And there were serious expressions
of abolitionist feeling in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. Yet with
all of this variety crossing "party lines," only Captain James Neal
of Kittery in Maine insisted that the Constitution could contain "a
proposition that the negroes shall ever be free."3 9 To Neal and other
opponents of slavery in Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Pennsyl-
vania the answer of the ratification conventions is the one made by
General William Heath: "I apprehend that it is not in our power to
do anything for or against those who are in slavery in the Southern
states."4°

With reference to the Federal Courts, what is visible in the
convention process conforms easily to what I have said about implied
powers. No one in these records insists that the judicial branch be
made more powerful. But there are brief suggestions of anxiety that,
because of an abbreviated and incomplete treatment of their powers,
the Courts may reach beyond their intended function in either original
or appellate jurisdiction, particularly by interfering with what are
supposed to be state, local, or private concerns. The Federalists

38. 2 Elliot, Debates at 202 (cited in note 4).
39. See id at 107. See also Max Farrand, The Framing of the Constitution of the United

States 110 (New Haven: Yale U. Press, 1913).
40. 2 Elliot, Debates at 115 (cited in note 4). See also Benjamin Randall, Debates and

Proceedings in the Convention of Massachusetts Held in the Year of 1788, and Which Finally
Ratified the Constitution of the United States 217 (Boston: William White, 1856).
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answered these anxieties with the most unconditional guarantees of
limits on judicial power. In North Carolina William Richardson
Davie answered claims that the laws of the states would be destroyed
once a federal power was in place: "There is [in the Constitution]
not one instance of a power given to the United States, whereby the
internal administration of the states is affected. There is no instance
pointed out wherein the internal policy of the state can be affected
by the judiciary of the United States."'4 He is in this conviction
supported by his Carolina colleague William Maclaine, who agrees
that the Federal courts cannot "intermeddle";42 and by James Iredell,
also of North Carolina, who assures his neighbors that Federal justice
is within their reach, and that judicial excesses can be corrected.4 1

The same assurance is made by President John Sullivan of New
Hampshire, who insisted, against general grumbling about the danger
of judicial tyranny, that under Article III, section 2 the power to
limit the jurisdiction of the United States Supreme Court was suffi-
cient to protect the states and their citizens against unlawful intru-
sion."4

Some Federalists, like Charles Pinckney of South Carolina, spoke
of the advantages of a judicial branch in our Federal system: a
power able to channel energy and prevent anarchy. But to argue thus
was unusual, even with Federalists, because of the accepted distinction
between "the nature of federal and state government." Most Fed-
eralists believed that the judicial role reserved to the states corre-
sponded roughly to the powers reserved to the states elsewhere in
the Constitution.4 5 But Antifederalists were alarmed by Article III
because of what was not in the authorizing language. New York
spoke to this concern by urging a specific definition of the scope of
these new courts: a definition to be achieved through amendments
attached to ratification. And so did the future Chief Justice of the

41. 4 Elliot, Debates at 160 (cited in note 4).
42. Id at 163.
43. Id at 145, 147, 172.
44. Charles P. Whittemore, A General of the Revolution: John Sullivan of New Hampshire

212 (New York: Columbia U. Press, 1961).
45. See Don Lutz, Popular Consent and Popular Control: Whig Political Theory in Early

State Constitutions 237 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State U. Press, 1980) (observing that Fed-
eralists had no idea the Supreme Court "would become so powerful"). See also 4 Elliot,
Debates at 139-141 (cited in note 4) (where Archibald Maclaine of North Carolina speaks of
limitations on the federal courts which Congress may impose when necessary).
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United States, John Marshall, when he observed that the High Court
had jurisdiction only "as the legislature [might] think proper for the
interest and liberty of the people." What is certain is that neither
Federalists nor Antifederalists said anything to encourage or sanction
Justices of the United States Supreme Court to believe that time
changes the meaning of their oath of office, or that they have a
right to follow a larger constitutional duty "to an evolving timeless
vision," a concept which releases them from "anachronistic views"
- and the text of the law. It is not difficult to imagine what the
Framers would have said about Justice Brennan and his counterparts,
both liberal and not.

The struggle over ratification had to do with how binding, how
inclusive in scope and how powerful the new national bond would
be. It did not speak to the remote possibility of disunion but to the
"imbecility of government" under the Articles, and to the fear of
the Antifederalists that they might, by rashness and neglect, betray
the achievements of the Revolution into a well-meaning, lawful
tyranny. Both sides of the quarrel denied that liberty-loving Ameri-
cans could endure such a "purposeful" regime. The Federalists were
thus, technically speaking, successful, but only on certain terms -

conditions explored thoroughly in the several ratification debates -

and with the widespread understanding that a bill of rights would
be a necessary addition to a ratified Philadelphia Constitution. Be-
yond religion, slavery, and the Courts, we might consider other topics
treated throughout these debates; but the implications of the over-
arching narrative here constructed would not change once expanded
if the predicates for interpretation of the ratification asserted in the
prologue to this essay were observed in the unfolding of its argument
proper. The Antifederalists had their great victory in the way they
forced the Federalists to present the Constitution. For theirs is the
version of the fundamental law which should legally bind us - the
one which gathered a supporting consensus. They are one side of
the perennial exchange at the heart of American politics and law,
part of a conversation which continues still, wherever there is respect
for the Constitution.

46. 3 Elliot, Debates at 560 (cited in note 4). See also Id at 520 (for Edmund Pendleton
on the same subject).
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